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Abstract: This study presents the development of an ultraviolet-C (UVC)-enabled smart bandage embedded with a temperature sensor, designed for the treatment and management of chronic wounds. The bandage also incorporates an RGB light-emitting diode (LED) and a microcontroller. It features a high-precision temperature sensor with an accuracy of ±0.1 °C for real-time wound temperature monitoring. The UVC LED is employed to eliminate bacteria on wound surfaces, while an RGB LED, controlled by a microcontroller, signals the need for treatment and any changes in wound temperature. The strip is etched on a 25 µm thick Kapton film to offer flexibility and comfort for wearing on the body and is seamlessly integrated into a cotton crepe bandage, forming a smart bandage. The embedded electronics are protected from wound exudates with a conformal polyurethane encapsulant film. Initial results indicate that the sensor achieves an accuracy of 97% in free space, inside a bandage, and on the human body.
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1. Introduction

Chronic wounds, unlike acute injuries, require continuous monitoring and specialized treatment for effective healing. UVC LEDs, emitting within the 265 to 285 nm range, exhibit antibacterial properties, offering an efficient means of disinfecting wound surfaces. The integration of UVC-based treatment technology and the real-time monitoring of wound parameters in smart bandages holds great promise for enhancing the treatment and management of chronic wounds [1–3].

A previous study proposed a battery-free smart bandage incorporating UVC LEDs, powered by wireless power transfer (WPT), for disinfecting chronic wound surfaces [4]. However, the proposed design lacks the real-time monitoring of crucial wound-related parameters, such as temperature, moisture, and pH levels, essential for assessing the healing process [5]. Localized wound temperatures may surpass 37 °C due to congestion and inflammation; nevertheless, abrupt increases in wound temperatures serve as indicators of infection [5]. Consequently, temperature measurements during clinical assessments may provide vital insights into the wound’s condition.

To address this limitation, this study introduces a UVC LED strip embedded with a temperature sensor, TMP117 from Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX, USA), and encapsulated within a fabric crepe bandage specifically designed for the treatment of chronic wounds. The embedded temperature sensor has a resolution of ±0.1 °C and shows an accuracy of over 97% when compared to those of a commercial thermocouple, Kane-May, KM330 from Comark Instruments (Norwich, Norfolk, UK). The performance of the temperature sensor in the presence of wound exudate is preliminarily simulated by enclosing the sensor in a wet bandage, and the results indicate that the embedded sensor still maintains its accuracy.
2. UVC-Enabled Smart Bandage Design

The proposed smart bandage comprises a flexible PCB strip integrated into a cotton fabric bandage housing several key components, as depicted in Figure 1: (i) a Vishay (Malvern, Pennsylvania, USA) UVC LED, VLMU35CL2-275-120; (ii) a high-accuracy temperature sensor, TMP117, from Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX, USA); (iii) an RGB LED; (iv) an Attiny84 microcontroller from Microchip Technology (Chandler, Arizona, USA); and (v) a boost converter. The UVC LED functions to disinfect wound surfaces, while the temperature sensor continuously monitors the real-time temperature of chronic wounds. Controlled by the microcontroller, the RGB LED indicates the necessity for treatment and any fluctuations in temperature. Additionally, the microcontroller manages the system’s operation, and the boost converter ensures a stable DC voltage output for the UVC LED.

![Flexible UVC LED strip embedded with a temperature sensor for smart bandages.](image)

**Figure 1.** Flexible UVC LED strip embedded with a temperature sensor for smart bandages.

The circuit design was etched using a 25 µm thick Kapton film, making the design fully flexible, as shown in Figure 2 and therefore well suited for wearable applications. The design incorporates six pads for the SPI interface, facilitating microcontroller programming. The temperature sensor is linked with the microcontroller using the I2C protocol. Given the UVC LED’s high voltage requirement (>5 V), a transistor is employed to regulate the UVC LED with a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal from the microcontroller. Furthermore, the embedded electronics are shielded from wound exudates using a conformal polyurethane encapsulant film applied by vacuum forming. The smart bandage is powered by 3.3 V coin batteries.

![Flexible UVC LED strip embedded with a temperature sensor for smart bandages.](image)

**Figure 2.** (a) Incorporating a flexible design that allows for versatile healthcare applications, (b) integrated into a fabric crepe bandage, forming a smart bandage for chronic wounds’ care and management.
3. Measurements and Results

3.1. Temperature Measurement Setup

The temperature measurement setup is illustrated in Figure 3. A Thermo Scientific hotplate was used to generate various temperature ranges. Both the TMP117 sensor and the thermocouple (Kane-May, KM330) were placed at the center of the hotplate. The measurements were carried out at room temperature, ranging from 26 °C to 40 °C. Temperature readings were recorded for both the TMP117 sensor and the thermocouple.

![Figure 3. Measurement setup for assessing the accuracy of the temperature sensor against the state-of-the-art thermocouple device.](image)

3.2. Temperature Measurements

Measurements were conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the temperature sensor in four different scenarios: (i) free space, (ii) bandaged, (iii) wet bandaged, and (iv) mounted on the human arm without a bandage. The results demonstrate that the sensor achieves an accuracy exceeding 97% when compared to that of a commercial thermocouple (Kane-May, KM330), illustrated in Figure 4a. To measure the sensor’s performance in the presence of wound exudate, it was enclosed in a wet bandage. The results indicate that even in this scenario, the embedded sensor maintains its accuracy, as shown in Figure 4b.

![Figure 4. (a) Accuracy of the embedded temperature sensor against a commercial thermocouple and (b) temperature sensor readings in four different scenarios.](image)
4. Conclusions

We have developed a smart bandage for healthcare applications, incorporating a flexible UVC LED strip embedded with a temperature sensor and encapsulated within a fabric bandage. The strip seamlessly integrates into fabric bandages to treat chronic wounds and monitor wound-related parameters, such as temperature. The strip design is low profile and comfortable to the body, making it suitable for integration into fabric bandages for chronic wound applications. This smart bandage is programmable, enabling the customization of treatment duration and radiation dosage. Utilizing its RGB LED, it promptly indicates fluctuations in wound temperature, signaling the requirement for treatment. Our future focus involves integrating low-power Bluetooth technology into the smart bandage, enabling wireless data transmission and enhanced control capabilities.
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